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SUMMARY 

 

A wind tunnel study has been conducted on a 1/400 scale model of the proposed 56 Pitt 

Street Development, in Sydney, to determine the likely environmental wind impacts of the 

development. The wind conditions have been assessed using the pedestrian wind criteria 

defined in the Sydney Development Control Plan (2012). 

 
For the Equivalency Study, the wind tunnel testing quantified the wind conditions for the 

Proposed Planning Envelope (Proposed Configuration) and compared the results against 

the Base Case and Existing Configurations. The Proposed Configuration was shown to 

achieve equivalency or better based on the average mean wind speed across all the Test 

Locations tested compared to the Base Case Configuration.  

 

The Proposed and Base Case Configurations (refer to Figures 4a and 4b, respectively) 

are in accordance with the FJC Studio Design Report and Drawings supplied on the 19th 

of January 2024 and does not include trees (existing or proposed). 

 
The average mean wind speed across all the Test Locations for the Proposed, Existing 

and Base Case Configurations is summarised in the table below: 

Test Configuration 
Average mean wind speed (m/s) across all Test 

Locations 

Proposed 4.2 

Existing 4.1 

Base Case 4.4 
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In addition to the Equivalency Study, measurements were also made with a focus on the 

future Bridge Street Plaza that would be located along the Bridge Street frontage of the 

proposed future development. The wind conditions for the Proposed Configuration within 

the future Bridge Street Plaza have been shown to satisfy the standing comfort criterion 

as a minimum and pass the safety standard with some locations away from the building 

corners satisfying the sitting comfort criterion. The average mean wind speed achieved for 

the Proposed Configuration within the future Bridge Street Plaza represents a minor 

exceedance of the sitting criterion at 4.3ms-1 compared to the criterion of 4.0ms-1. This 

space would be expected to achieve the sitting comfort criterion during the design 

development stage through a combination of additional wind mitigation strategies including 

podium facade design and landscape architectural elements within the plaza area. 

 

The wind conditions for all Configurations tested and at all Test Locations were shown to 

pass the safety criterion. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The proposed future Pitt and Bridge development will be located on a site related to the 

land at 56, 58 and 60 Pitt Street and 3 Spring Street, in Sydney. 

 

A wind tunnel study was commissioned by Dexus to examine the wind conditions in the 

surrounding streetscapes of the proposed development in support of a Planning Proposal 

to amend the Sydney Local Environmental Plan 2012 (Sydney LEP).   

 

An additional wind tunnel study with a focus on the future Bridge Street Plaza was also 

undertaken to determine the wind conditions within the public domain, and develop wind 

mitigation strategies, if required.  

 

These tests were carried out in the MEL Consultants 400kW Boundary Layer Wind Tunnel 

during February 2024. 
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2. ENVIRONMENTAL WIND CRITERIA 

The wind conditions have been assessed using the pedestrian wind criteria as defined in 

the Sydney Development Control Plan (2012). The definition of the standards are as 

follows:  

 

Wind Safety Standard is an annual hourly maximum peak 0.5 second gust wind speed 

measured between 6am and 10pm Eastern Standard Time of 24 meters per second*.  

 

Wind Comfort Standard is an hourly mean wind speed (defined below) for each wind 

direction, with probability of exceedance less than 5% per annum (averaged over all wind 

directions) measured between 6am and 10pm Eastern Standard Time (equivalent to 292 

hours per annum), of equal to or less than: 

• 4 metres/second for sitting areas 

• 6 metres/second for standing areas 

• 8 metres/second for walking areas 

 

Mean wind speed means the maximum of: 

• Hourly mean wind speed, or 

• Gust equivalent mean wind speed (gust wind speed divided by 1.85) 

 

It is noted that the above Safety Standard is assessed for each wind direction and is a 

pass/fail criteria, while the Comfort Standards are assessed based on the summation of 

probabilities of exceedance across all wind directions to determine whether a location 

satisfies the threshold criterion. 

 

The Sydney DCP uses the definition of mean wind speed based on the hourly wind speed 

so the probabilities will be determined from the hourly wind data for an applicable automatic 

weather station for the City of Sydney. The probability data used have been corrected for 

the approach terrain at the location of the automatic weather station (in this case Sydney 

International Airport) and referenced to 10m in Terrain Category 2. This is the standard 

reference height of AS/NS 1170.2:2021. 

 

  *Equivalent to 23 meters per second for an annual maximum peak 3 second gust wind speed, which is the Safety Criterion as 

defined in the AWES Guidelines for Pedestrian Wind Effects Criteria (2014) 
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3. MODEL AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 

The 1:400 scale model was constructed from architectural drawings prepared by 

FJCStudio received on the 19th of January 2024. The scaled model of the development 

and surrounding buildings were tested in a model of the natural wind generated by flow 

over roughness elements augmented by vorticity generators at the beginning of the wind-

tunnel working section. 

 

For this study, the Terrain Category approach relative to the top of the proposed building 

was evaluated using the analysis methodology for a developing boundary layer by Deaves 

(1981) and was determined to be Terrain Category 3 for flow over suburban terrain, the 

characteristics of which are given in Figure 2. The proximity model included all major 

structures (existing and under construction) and topography out to a radius of 

approximately 800m, which exceeds the minimum requirement (i.e. 300m) specified in the 

AWES-QAM-1-2019 Quality Assurance Manual.  

 

The following velocity coefficients were measured in the wind tunnel using a hot-wire 

anemometer. 

𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 �̅�𝑅 = 
�̅�𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙

�̅�300𝑚
 

 

𝑔𝑢𝑠𝑡 �̂�𝑅 = =  
�̂�𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙

�̅�300𝑚
 

 

where: 

𝑉𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 is the velocity measured from the hot-wire anemometer at the test 

location 

𝑉300𝑚 is the velocity measured at the free-stream reference height of 300m  

 

 

These measured velocity coefficients were combined with a statistical model of the local 

wind climate (Sydney International Airport) that relates wind speed to a probability of 

exceedance. The model of the wind climate also includes the directional variation of wind 

speed (frequency).  
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The measured wind speeds are assessed against the pedestrian safety criterion and the 

pedestrian comfort criterion. The pedestrian safety criterion is applied to the annual hourly 

maximum peak 0.5 second gust winds, and the pedestrian comfort criterion is applied to 

the maximum of the hourly mean wind speed, or the gust equivalent mean (GEM) wind 

speed as follows 

 

𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑛 = max (𝑉,̅
�̂�

1.85
) 

where: 

 �̅� is the mean wind speed 

�̂� is the 3-second gust wind speed 

 

Photographs of the model and configurations as tested in the wind tunnel are shown in 

Figures 3a and 3b.  
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4. EQUIVALENCE STUDY RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS  

Velocity measurements were made for different wind directions at 22.5 intervals at 

selected locations in the streetscapes surrounding the proposed development with a 

concentration at locations where wind environmental problems are typically known to 

occur. Turbulent gusty wind flows, caused by separated flows, were generally observed 

with a combination of low and high mean wind speeds.  

 

Please refer to Figures 4a and 4b below for details on the Proposed Envelope and Base 

Case designs, respectively, referred to in this report. The Proposed Envelope and Base 

Case Configurations are in accordance with the FJC Studio Design Report and Drawings 

supplied on the 19th of January 2024 and does not include trees (existing or proposed). 

 

The Existing Configuration is defined as the current (February 2024) buildings on the site 

prior to any demolition. 

      

(i) Perspective view     (ii) Plan view 
 

Figure 4a – Proposed Envelope design of the 56 Pitt Street Development, Sydney 
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(i) Perspective view    (ii) Plan view 
 

Figure 4b – Base Case design of the 56 Pitt Street Development, Sydney 

 
 
4.1   Summary of Discussion (Figures 5 and 6) 

To assist with the assessment of the wind conditions, summaries of the pedestrian wind 

comfort and safety conditions achieved at the Test Locations for the Configurations tested, 

based on the pedestrian wind criteria defined in the Sydney Development Control Plan 

(2012), have been presented using a colour code system in the following figures: 

 

Pedestrian Wind Comfort Conditions     

- Proposed Configuration    Figure 5a 

- Existing Configuration     Figure 5b 

- Base Case Configuration    Figure 5c 

 

Pedestrian Wind Safety Conditions     

- Proposed Configuration    Figure 6a 

- Existing Configuration     Figure 6b 

- Base Case Configuration    Figure 6c 
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Different colours have been used to represent the wind criteria achieved at the respective 

Test Locations (refer to Tables 1 and 2 below). For the Equivalency Study, the Test 

Locations in the surrounding streetscapes of the proposed Development are shown in 

Figure 4c. Figure 4d shows the Test Locations within the future Bridge Street Plaza. 
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Table 1: Pedestrian wind comfort criteria 

 

 

Table 2: Pedestrian wind safety criterion 

 
  

Comfort Criteria Wind Speed Range (m/s)
Pedestrian Sitting
Pedestrian Standing
Pedestiran Walking
Uncomfortable > 8.0

6.1 - 8.0
4.1 - 6.0

0 - 4.0

Result
Pass 
Fail

Annual hourly maximum peak             
0.5 second gust wind speed,       (m/s)
�̂�    

�̂�    
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Figure 4c – Equivalency Study Test Locations for the Proposed Configuration of the 

56 Pitt Street Development, Sydney  
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Figure 4d – Test Locations in the future Bridge Street Plaza for the Proposed 

Configuration of the 56 Pitt Street Development, Sydney  
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4.2   Bridge Street  

The wind conditions for the Proposed Configuration along Bridge Street (Test Locations 3, 

5, 8, 9, 10, 25 and 26) have been shown to satisfy the standing comfort criterion as a 

minimum and pass the safety standard. These criteria achieved at these Test Locations 

have been presented in Table 3 with the Existing and Base Case Configurations for 

comparison. The average mean wind speeds achieved with respect to the comfort criterion 

across the Test Locations along Bridge Street for each Test Configuration have been 

provided at the bottom of the pedestrian comfort table below. 

 

The annual hourly maximum peak 0.5 second gust wind speed (measured between 6am 

and 10pm) as a function of wind direction, for each Test Location are presented in 

Appendix A (Figures A1 and A2). 

 

Table 3: Pedestrian Wind Comfort and Safety Conditions – Bridge Street  

 

  

Comfort Criteria Safety Criteria

Proposed Existing Base Case Proposed Existing Base Case
25 4.8 4.6 4.6 25 18.6 19.4 16.9
26 5.4 5.3 5.6 26 20.3 21.1 21.7
3 3.6 3.3 3.5 3 14.2 11.8 12.9
5 4.3 3.9 4.3 5 14.2 12.2 13.3
8 4.6 4.7 4.3 8 14.3 15.3 12.5
9 4.1 4.1 4.2 9 13.0 12.9 12.8

10 5.2 4.7 5.3 10 17.1 16.6 17.5
Average 4.6 4.4 4.5

Test 
Locations

Test 
Locations

Annual hourly maximum peak 0.5 second 
gust wind speed achieved,        (m/s)       for 

the various test Configurations

Mean wind speeds achieved,       (m/s) 
for the various test Configurations �̂�

�̅�
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4.3   Gresham Street  

The wind conditions for the Proposed Configuration along Gresham Street (Test Locations 

11, 12, 16, 17 and 38) have been shown to satisfy the standing comfort criterion as a 

minimum and pass the safety standard. These criteria achieved at these Test Locations 

have been presented in Table 4 with the Existing and Base Case Configurations for 

comparison. The average mean wind speeds achieved with respect to the comfort criterion 

across the Test Locations along Gresham Street for each Test Configuration have been 

provided at the bottom of the pedestrian comfort table below. 

 

The annual hourly maximum peak 0.5 second gust wind speed (measured between 6am 

and 10pm) as a function of wind direction, for each Test Location are presented in 

Appendix A (Figures A3 and A4). 

 

Table 4: Pedestrian Wind Comfort and Safety Conditions – Gresham Street  

 

  

Comfort Criteria Safety Criteria

Proposed Existing Base Case Proposed Existing Base Case
11 4.2 4.0 4.4 11 15.3 14.4 14.5
12 2.9 2.6 3.2 12 10.6 10.8 10.4
16 5.4 5.2 5.7 16 19.7 18.8 19.8
17 4.9 4.3 5.1 17 16.5 16.1 17.2
38 3.3 2.7 3.9 38 10.7 11.2 13.3

Average 4.1 3.8 4.5

Test 
Locations

Mean wind speeds achieved,       (m/s) for 
the various test Configurations

Test 
Locations

Annual hourly maximum peak 0.5 second 
gust wind speed achieved,        (m/s)       for 

the various test Configurations

�̅�

�̂�
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4.4   Spring Street  

The wind conditions for the Proposed Configuration along Spring Street (Test Locations 

20, 21 and 39) have been shown to satisfy the standing comfort criterion as a minimum 

and pass the safety standard. These criteria achieved at these Test Locations have been 

presented in Table 5 with the Existing and Base Case Configurations for comparison. The 

average mean wind speeds achieved with respect to the comfort criterion across the Test 

Locations along Spring Street for each Test Configuration have been provided at the 

bottom of the pedestrian comfort table below. 

 

The annual hourly maximum peak 0.5 second gust wind speed (measured between 6am 

and 10pm) as a function of wind direction, for each Test Location are presented in 

Appendix A (Figure A5). 

 

Table 5: Pedestrian Wind Comfort and Safety Conditions – Spring Street  

 

  

Comfort Criteria Safety Criteria

Proposed Existing Base Case Proposed Existing Base Case
20 3.6 3.6 3.9 20 13.8 15.5 15.9

21 3.8 4.3 4.2 21 16.6 19.8 18.4

39 4.2 4.4 4.4 39 17.9 17.9 17.6

Average 3.9 4.1 4.2

Mean wind speeds achieved,       (m/s) for 
the various test Configurations

Test 
Locations

Annual hourly maximum peak 0.5 second 
gust wind speed achieved,        (m/s)       for 

the various test Configurations

Test 
Locations

�̅�

�̂�
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4.5   Pitt Street  

The wind conditions for the Proposed Configuration along Pitt Street (Test Locations 13, 

14, 15, 22, 23, 29, 30 and 31) have been shown to satisfy the standing comfort criterion 

as a minimum and pass the safety standard. These criteria achieved at these Test 

Locations have been presented in Table 6 with the Existing and Base Case Configurations 

for comparison. The average mean wind speeds achieved with respect to the comfort 

criterion across the Test Locations along Pitt Street for each Test Configuration have been 

provided at the bottom of the pedestrian comfort table below. 

 

The annual hourly maximum peak 0.5 second gust wind speed (measured between 6am 

and 10pm) as a function of wind direction, for each Test Location are presented in 

Appendix A (Figures A6 and A7). 

 

Table 6: Pedestrian Wind Comfort and Safety Conditions – Pitt Street  

 

  

Comfort Criteria Safety Criteria

Proposed Existing Base Case Proposed Existing Base Case
13 3.2 4.7 3.3 13 10.6 19.0 10.7
14 4.5 4.5 4.6 14 15.4 18.2 16.7
15 4.4 3.8 4.8 15 17.4 16.6 18.1
22 4.0 3.8 4.1 22 13.6 12.7 13.8
23 4.4 4.4 4.6 23 20.0 19.4 21.3
29 4.8 4.4 4.9 29 19.8 19.3 20.2
30 5.0 4.8 5.0 30 16.4 16.5 16.8
31 3.2 2.5 3.3 31 12.6 10.4 12.4

Average 4.2 4.1 4.3

Test 
Locations

Annual hourly maximum peak 0.5 second 
gust wind speed achieved,        (m/s)       for 

the various test Configurations

Test 
Locations

Mean wind speeds achieved,       (m/s) for 
the various test Configurations

�̅�

�̂�
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4.6   Bent Street  

The wind conditions for the Proposed Configuration along Bent Street (Test Locations 18 

and 19) have been shown to satisfy the sitting comfort criterion and pass the safety 

standard. These criteria achieved at these Test Locations have been presented in Table 7 

with the Existing and Base Case Configurations for comparison. The average mean wind 

speeds achieved with respect to the comfort criterion across the Test Locations along Bent 

Street for each Test Configuration have been provided at the bottom of the pedestrian 

comfort table below. 

 

The annual hourly maximum peak 0.5 second gust wind speed (measured between 6am 

and 10pm) as a function of wind direction, for each Test Location are presented in 

Appendix A (Figure A8) 

 

Table 7: Pedestrian Wind Comfort and Safety Conditions – Bent Street  

 

 
 
4.7   Summary of all Streets  

The average mean wind speeds achieved across all ground level Test Locations for the 

configurations tested are presented in Table 8 below. The Proposed Configuration was 

shown to achieve equivalency or better than the Base Case Configuration.  

 

Table 8: Average mean wind speeds achieved across all corresponding Test Locations 

 
 
  

Comfort Criteria Safety Criteria

Proposed Existing Base Case Proposed Existing Base Case
18 3.3 3.4 3.4 18 13.3 12.4 14.8
19 3.9 3.3 4.2 19 13.3 10.4 13.5

Average 3.6 3.4 3.8

Annual hourly maximum peak 0.5 second 
gust wind speed achieved,        (m/s)       for 

the various test Configurations

Test 
Locations

Mean wind speeds achieved,       (m/s) for 
the various test Configurations

Test 
Locations

�̅�

�̂�

Proposed Existing Base Case
Average mean wind 
speed across all 
Test Locations

4.2 4.1 4.4

Test Locations
Mean wind speeds achieved,       (m/s) 

for the various test Configurations
�̅�
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5. BRIDGE STREET PLAZA RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS  

Wind tunnel study was also undertaken to assess the wind conditions for the Proposed 

Configuration in the future public domain plaza that would be located along the Bridge 

Street frontage of the proposed development. 

 

We note that given the early design stage of the project, no detailed tower design or 

landscaping has been included in the wind tunnel model. Trees were included within the 

Bridge Street Plaza (include Figure 7b) given this area provides a 2m deep soil zone to 

facilitate mature trees.  

 
5.1  Summary of Discussion (Figures 7 and 8) 

To assist with the assessment of the wind conditions, summaries of the pedestrian wind 

comfort and safety conditions achieved at the Test Locations within the future Bridge Street 

Plaza for the Configurations tested, based on the pedestrian wind criteria defined in the 

Sydney Development Control Plan (2012), have been presented using a colour code 

system (refer to Tables 1 and 2) in the following figures: 

 

Pedestrian Wind Comfort Conditions     

  Proposed Configuration    Figure 7a 

  Proposed + Trees in the Plaza   Figure 7b 
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5.2  Bridge Street Plaza (future public domain) 

The wind conditions for the Proposed Configuration within the future Bridge Street Plaza 

(Test Locations P1 to P5, 9A and 10A) have been shown to satisfy the standing comfort 

criterion as a minimum and pass the safety standard. The wind conditions at locations 

away from the building corners (Test Locations P2 and P3) were shown to satisfy the sitting 

comfort criterion. 

 

Wind speed measurements and flow visualization in the wind tunnel indicated that direct 

wind flow from the northeast wind directions flowing through the gap (i.e.  Macquarie Place 

Park) between the AMP building, and the Gateway Sydney and Sydney Harbour Marriot 

Hotel buildings, was the controlling factor of the wind conditions in the future Bridge Street 

Plaza.  

 

It has been demonstrated that with the addition of street trees within the plaza area, the 

average mean wind speed achieved across all the Test Locations within the plaza area 

(P1, P3, P4, P5, 9a and 10a) had reduced to 4.1ms-1 compared to the sitting criterion of 

4.0ms-1. This space would be expected to achieve the sitting comfort criterion during the 

design development stage through a combination of additional wind mitigation strategies 

including podium facade design and landscape architectural elements within the plaza 

area.  

 

The annual hourly maximum peak 0.5 second gust wind speed (measured between 6am 

and 10pm) as a function of wind direction, for each Test Location are presented in 

Appendix A (Figures A9 to A11). 
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Table 8: Pedestrian Wind Comfort and Safety Conditions – Bridge Street  

 

 
 

  

Comfort Criteria

Proposed Proposed + Trees Proposed Proposed + Trees

9A 4.1 3.7 9A 13.2 12.8

10A 5.8 4.2 10A 20.3 20.0

P1 4.7 4.2 P1 18.0 15.8

P2 3.5 P2 13.1

P3 3.1 3.7 P3 10.6 11.4

P4 5.3 4.2 P4 17.2 11.7

P5 4.0 4.3 P5 15.7 14.3

Average 4.3 4.1

Achieved annual hourly maximum 
peak 0.5 second gust wind speed,        

(m/s) for the following test Test 
Locations

Mean wind speeds achieved,       (m/s) 
for the following test Configurations

Test 
Locations

�̂�

�̅�
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

A wind tunnel study has been conducted on a 1/400 scale model of the proposed 56 Pitt 

Street Development, in Sydney, to determine the likely environmental wind impacts of the 

development. The wind conditions have been assessed using the pedestrian wind criteria 

defined in the Sydney Development Control Plan (2012). 

 
For the equivalency assessment, the wind tunnel testing quantified the wind conditions for 

the Proposed Planning Envelope (Proposed Configuration) and compared the results 

against the Base Case and Existing Configurations. The Proposed Configuration was 

shown to achieve equivalency or better based on the average mean wind speed across all 

the Test Locations tested compared to the Base Case Configuration.  

 
The average mean wind speed across all the Test Locations for the Propose, Existing and 

Base Case Configurations is summarised in the table below: 

Test Configuration 
Average mean wind speed (m/s) across all Test 

Locations 

Proposed 4.2 

Existing 4.1 

Base Case 4.4 

    

In addition to the Equivalency Study, measurements were also made with a focus on the 

future Bridge Street Plaza that would be located along the Bridge Street frontage of the 

proposed future development. The wind conditions for the Proposed Configuration within 

the future Bridge Street Plaza have been shown to satisfy the standing comfort criterion 

as a minimum and pass the safety standard with some locations away from the building 

corners satisfying the sitting comfort criterion. The average mean wind speed achieved for 

the Proposed Configuration within the future Bridge Street Plaza represents a minor 

exceedance of the sitting criterion at 4.3ms-1 compared to the criterion of 4.0ms-1. This 

space would be expected to achieve the sitting comfort criterion during the design 

development stage through a combination of additional wind mitigation strategies including 

podium facade design and landscape architectural elements within the plaza area. 

 

The wind conditions for all Configurations tested and at all Test Locations were shown to 

pass the safety criterion. 
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FIGURES 

 

 

 

Figure 2 – 1/400 scale TC3 boundary layer turbulence intensity and mean velocity 

profiles in the MEL Consultants Boundary Layer Wind Tunnel 4.8 m x 

2.2 m working section, scaled to full-scale dimensions. 
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Figure 3a – View from the northeast of the 1/400 scale model of the 56 Pitt Street – 

Proposed Configuration (February 2024 Design) in the wind tunnel.  

 

 

Figure 3b – View from the north of the 1/400 scale model of the 56 Pitt Street – 

Proposed Configuration (February 2024 Design) in the wind tunnel. 
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Figure 5a – Achieved Pedestrian Comfort Wind Conditions at Test Locations for the 

Proposed Configuration of the 56 Pitt Street Development, Sydney  

Proposed  

Configuration 
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Figure 5b – Achieved Pedestrian Comfort Wind Conditions at Test Locations for the 

Existing Configuration of the 56 Pitt Street Development, Sydney  
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Figure 5c – Achieved Pedestrian Comfort Wind Conditions at Test Locations for the 

Base Case Configuration of the 56 Pitt Street Development, Sydney  

Base Case  

Configuration 
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Figure 6a – Achieved Pedestrian Safety Wind Conditions at Test Locations for the 

Proposed Configuration of the 56 Pitt Street Development, Sydney  

Proposed 

Configuration 
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Figure 6b – Achieved Pedestrian Safety Wind Conditions at Test Locations for the 

Existing Configuration of the 56 Pitt Street Development, Sydney  
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Figure 6c – Achieved Pedestrian Safety Wind Conditions at Test Locations for the 

Base Case Configuration of the 56 Pitt Street Development, Sydney 

Base Case  

Configuration 
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Figure 7a – Achieved Pedestrian Comfort Wind Conditions at Test Locations for the 

Proposed Configuration within the future Bridge Street Plaza 

 

Figure 7b – Achieved Pedestrian Comfort Wind Conditions at Test Locations for the 

Proposed Configuration with Trees within the future Bridge Street 

Plaza 
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Figure A2 - Bridge Street (continued)
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Figure A3 - Gresham Street
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Figure A4 - Gresham Street (continued)
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Figure A5 - Spring Street
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Figure A6 - Pitt Street 
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Figure A7 - Pitt Street (continued)
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Figure A8 - Bent Street
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Figure A9 - Bridge Street Plaza
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Figure A10 - Bridge Street Plaza (continued)
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Figure A11 - Bridge Street Plaza (continued)
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Summary 

Since 1971 a number of authors have published criteria for the acceptability of environ- 
mental wind conditions for human comfort  for a range of  activities. 

This paper notes that it is the. forces caused by peak gust wind speeds and associated 
gradients which people feel most and discusses the relation between peak gust and mean 
wind speeds. Melbourne's criteria, which have been stated in terms of maximum gust 
speeds per annum, are shown to define a range of wind-speed probabilities, in particular, 
the frequency of occurrence of mean wind speeds, which then facilitates comparison be- 
tween the various published criteria. 

It is shown that, in spite of the apparent numerical differences in published wind speed 
criteria and the various subjective assumptions used in their development, there is remark- 
ably good agreement when they are compared on a proper probabilistic basis. 

1. Introduct ion 

In recent  literature and at the 4th International Conference on Wind Effects 
on Buildings and Structures, London, 1975, there has been some debate as to 
the quantitative values of  wind speed to be used in criteria for environmental 
conditions around new building developments. It was noted by several of  the 
authors at the above-mentioned conference, that in spite of  the seeming nu- 
merical differences in wind-speed criteria quoted by a number  of  authors, the 
differences were, in fact, relatively small [1 ]. The problem is that  the phenom- 
enon of  wind and frequency of  occurrence is very complex and the numerical 
values developed for these criteria depend on the statistical framework in 
which they are set. 

It is the purpose of  this paper to discuss the physical nature and effect Of 
wind on people in respect of  the relationship between mean wind speeds and 
peak gusts produced in turbulent  conditions and the statistical inference of  the 
various ways of  expressing the frequency of  occurrence of  given wind speeds, 
and hence to permit a comparison of  the various published environmental 
wind criteria. 
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2. The reason for needing environmental wind-speed criteria 

Whilst involved in the technical argument about  criteria, it is important  to 
remember  the reason for trying to establish environmental wind-speed criteria. 

Briefly, the need has arisen because unacceptable wind speeds can be in- 
duced around building developments and one way of avoiding these problems 
is to  conduct  wind-tunnel tests from which wind speeds around a proposed 
development can be estimated. Having obtained the facility for predicting 
likely wind conditions in a given area, it becomes necessary to develop some 
criteria as to the f requency of  occurrence of wind speeds which are acceptable 
and unacceptable for a variety of activities. 

3. How people feel the effects of  wind 

There seems little doub t  that  wind speed and rate of change of  wind speed 
are the primary parameters in any assessment of  how wind affects people, 
Melbourne [2],  Hunt  et  al. [3].  There are, of course, other factors such as 
temperature,  humidity,  degree of  shade and mode of  dress, which are also 
significant; however, these are factors which can be superimposed on or used 
to modify  the effects of  wind speed and as such will no t  be dealt with here. 

Wind gustiness, or fluctuation of wind speed with time, is a random process 
and whilst the mean wind speed is a meaningful and simple parameter to ob- 
tain, the rate of  change of  wind speed is not. Fortunately,  the effect  of rate of 
change of  wind speed can be covered generally by the parameter of  turbulence 
intensity of  wind speed, that  is the standard deviation over the mean of wind 
speed. Further, in terms of  what people feel, it is often convenient  to talk in 
terms of  a gust wind speed, that  is a wind speed averaged over the smallest 
periods of time to which a person can respond, of  the order of  seconds. The 
mean 2- or 3-second-gust wind speed has become a useful reference in this 
respect, because it is roughly equivalent to the peak gust speed recorded by  
the Dines anemometer  and the larger cup anemometers.  

The wind force felt by  a person is related to dynamic pressure. Hence, 
whilst it may be convenient in one sense to relate criteria directly to wind 
speed, it must be appreciated that  the force felt by a person is proportional to 
wind speed squared. For this reason a more rational feel for the problem is 
gained if comparative data are presented in terms of  velocity pressures rather 
than velocities. However, the referring of  criteria to wind speed has gained 
popular acceptance and values of wind speed are more easily remembered than 
numbers based on the square of  wind speed, hence, criteria will be discussed 
in terms of  wind speed. 

In concluding this section, it is worth re-casting the opening sentence by 
now saying that  it is the peak gust wind speeds and associated gradients which 
people feel most. 
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4. Relationships be tween peak gust and the mean wind speeds 

The peak gust wind speed fi is dependent  on turbulence intensity and can 
be given in terms of  the mean u-- and standard deviation ou as 

= h-- + 3.50u (1) 

For example, for a turbulence intensity ( o u / u )  of 15%, fi = 1.5 u-, and for 
30%, ~ = 2.0 u, etc. 

As noted,  it is the peak gust wind speeds and associated gradients which 
people feel most  and as such it is of interest to know under what conditions 
they occur. The observations of  Melbourne and Jouber t  [4] indicated that  
the areas in full scale which have been classed as having unpleasant or unac- 
ceptably high wind speeds were all associated with high mean wind speeds. 
Later, model- and full-scale measurements by  Isyumov and Davenport [ 5] and 
Melbourne [6] continued to show that the windiest areas were associated with 
high mean wind speeds, but  that  the turbulence intensity was important  in 
determining the peak gust wind speeds. In the case of  the former, the ratio of  
peak gust wind speed over mean wind speed f i /u  for the three windiest condi- 
tions respectively were 1.5, 2.7 and 2.8 and for the latter 1.9, 1.9 and 2.4. For 
areas and wind directions with lower wind conditions, and obviously for much 
greater turbulence intensities, this ratio was typically as high as 5.0. This 
means that  to get an accurate prediction of  peak gust wind speeds from wind- 
tunnel model tests, it is essential that  mean and rms or peak values for a given 
probabili ty level be actually measured. 

_Although it is possible to have unpleasant areas with low mean wind speeds 
and high turbulence intensities, the evidence to date does seem to indicate 
that  for areas likely to have unacceptably high wind conditions, such as near 
corners, in narrow alleys and in arcades, the turbulence intensity is relatively 
low and that in these areas it would be reasonable to assume that the peak 
gust wind speeds will be about  twice the mean wind speed. This means that 
wind-tunnel investigations, in terms of  exploring and improving likely areas 
of  high wind conditions, can often be reasonably based on very simple and in- 
expensive model measurements of  mean wind speed. However, this does not  
mean that the need to model the turbulence characteristics of  the incident 
wind stream can be overlooked, as a low turbulence stream would produce 
quite different f low fields and erroneous information. 

5. Melbourne's criteria for environmental wind speeds 

Notwithstanding the usefulness of  the above very simple tests, to maintain 
flexibility in the application of  environmental wind-speed criteria to all levels 
of turbulence, the author  believes it is necessary to frame the definition in 
terms of gust wind speeds related to some meaningful return period or fre- 
quency of occurrence. Criteria which are defined only by mean wind speeds 
need to be qualified with respect to turbulence to have any general application. 
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Melbourne's criteria [2,7] were based on two levels of  wind speed, an un- 
acceptable level at which wind gusts would be strong enough to knock people 
over and a level generally acceptable in main public access-ways based on con- 
ditions which had existed in the main Australian cities during the first half of  
the 20th century,  when building was dense but  heights restricted to about 30 
m. Temperatures are typically between 10 ° C and 30 ° C with people appropri- 
ately dressed for the outside temperature conditions. These criteria simply 
state that  in main public access-ways wind conditions are 

(a) completely unacceptable if the annual maximum gust exceeds 23 m/s 
(the gust speed at which people begin to get blown over), 

(b) generally acceptable if the annual maximum gust does not  exceed 16 m/s 
(which results in half the wind pressure of a 23 m/s gust). Along the lines of 
Davenport 's [ 8, 9] suggestions for comfor t  for activities less than walking in a 
main public access-way, two additional comfor t  criteria have been added to 
the original criteria as follows: 

(c) generally acceptable for stationary short-exposure activities (window 
shopping, standing or sitting in plazas), if the annual maximum gust does not  
exceed 13 m/s, 

(d) generally acceptable for stationary, long-exposure activities (outdoor  
restaurants, theatres), if the annual maximum gust does not  exceed 10 m/s. 

From these basic criteria a probability distribution, or f requency of occur- 
rence, can be developed to suit any turbulence conditions. An example of 
such a distribution is given in Fig.l,  for a turbulence intensity of 30%, where 
the distributions of  the maximum gust speeds per annum, of  23 m/s, 16 m/s, 
13 m/s and 10 m/s are shown as normal distributions back to the maximum 
hourly mean wind speed per annum (i.e. ~ = 2.0 u-for Ou = 0.3 h-, which as 
discussed in Section 4 is a very typical situation). The upper part of  Fig.1 
shows the  distribution of hourly mean wind speeds for these conditions using 
a Rayleigh distribution, and the expected maximum wind speeds for periods 
of a day, week, month  and year have been calculated using a method by 
Davenport [ 10]. 

Davenport showed that  the number  of storms, on occasions during which 
a wind speed u- is exceeded, can be expressed as 

Nu = .v/.~_~ vT [F ( 1 2 : +~)-r (i +-i]~ k ] (k-~)/k k/ {-In P(> ~) }J P(>U) (2) 

where P(>~-) is the probability of exceeding the mean wind speed W (based on 
the Weibull distribution), k is one of the Weibull parameters, F is the Gamma 
function and ~T is the number  of independent  events per annum. The value 
of k varies about  1.5 to 2 and vT varies between ,500 and 1000, depending on 
the local wind climate. From an evaluation of Davenport 's eq. (2) [5] the 
ranges given in Table 1 can be obtained which express the relation between 
probability of exceeding a certain hourly mean wind speed and the number  of  
storms per annum during which that  mean wind speed is exceeded. Apart f rom 
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providing a very important link to give information about the maximum wind 
speeds likely to occur on average for various periods, such as once per year, 
once per month, etc., this also provides the necessary link to enable the vari- 
ous environmental wind speed criteria to be compared. 

One other complication arises in respect of  the number of  storms per 
annum which are relevant to the assessment of  environmental wind conditions 
for human comfort.  It is obviously conservative to include winds which blow 
for all hours of  the year, day and night, when most areas under consideration 
will only be occupied for half of  the time or less. Although it does not make 
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T A B L E  1 

Re la t ionsh ip  b e t w e e n  p r o b a b i l i t y  of  exceed ing  a m e a n  wind  speed a n d  t he  average n u m b e r  
of  s t o r m s  per  a n n u m  dur ing  which  t h a t  m e a n  wind  speed  is exceeded  

N u m b e r  o f  s t o r m s  pe r  
a n n u m  dur ing  wh ich  ~- 
is exceeded  (Nu)  

P robab i l i t y  of  exceed ing  an  h o u r l y  
m e a n  wind  speed  ~- ( P ( > ~ ) )  

All h o u r s  Dayl igh t  h o u r s  

1, once  per  a n n u m  0 . 0 0 0 2 5 - - 0 . 0 0 0 5  0 . 0 0 0 5 - - 0 . 0 0 1  
o n  average 

12, once  pe r  m o n t h  0 . 0 0 3 - - 0 . 0 0 6  0 . 0 0 6 - - 0 . 0 1 2  
o n  average 

52, once  per  week  0 .015 - - 0 .03  0 .03 - -0 .06  
o n  average 

a great deal of difference, the author prefers to relate criteria and assessment 
to approximately half the total time, by relating the probability of exceedence 
to half the yearly cycling rate (i.e. 250--500 independent events per annum) 
and calling this procedure an assessment of environmental wind conditions 
relating to "daylight hours"; these ranges are also given in Table 1. Strictly 
speaking, the cycling rate and evaluation of the wind speed probability dis- 
tributions should be related to the relevant occupancy times (i.e. daylight 
hours, afternoon hours, etc.), and in many parts of the world seasonal distri- 
butions are also significant. However, for the purposes of this comparison of 
criteria the simplistic assumptions above described as relating to "daylight 
hours" will be used in this paper. 

6. Comparison of various criteria 

Since 1971 several forms of criteria for environmental wind conditions 
have been published. The criteria developed by Wise [ 11 ], Penwarden [ 12, 
13] Davenport [8, 9], Lawson [14] and one by Hunt, Poulton and Mumford 
[3] are given in terms of mean wind speed at some stated or implied level of 
turbulence intensity between 15% and 20%. Comparison of these criteria can 
be made in Fig. 2 with Melbourne's criteria which have been plotted for a turbu- 
lence intensity of 15%, i.e. for au/-U = 0.15 and from eqn. (1) u- = ~/1.5. 

Wise [ 11 ], in 1971, commented in relation to the Beaufort scale "that wind 
speeds much above about 5 m/s are likely to give unpleasant disturbance to 
clothing and hair" and "making reasonable assumptions about metabolic rate, 
and the thermal resistance of body layers and clothing, speeds of some 5 m/s 
appeared tolerable at 10 ° C in normal winter clothing". Penwarden [12] in 
1973 and again in collaboration with Wise [13] in 1975 prepared a summary 
of wind effects on people based on a modified version of the Beaufort Scale 
from which the following three points can be extracted 
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discomfort  begins ~ = 5 m/s 
unpleasant u- = 8--10 m/s 
dangerous u = 15--20 m/s. 

Penwarden and Wise [13] quoted a criterion which they had used at the 
Building Research Station, that  conditions were regarded as acceptable, 
or no remedial action was required, if u < 5 m/s for 80% or more of the time 
and vice versa, that  remedial action would be taken if u- > 5 m/s for more than 
20% of the time. In probability terms this criterion is interpreted as being 

acceptable ifP(~ > 5) ~< C.2. 

Davenport [8, 9] in ].972 amalgamated work by Wise, Melbourne and 
Joube~  and suggested criteria for a range of activities; these were related to 
a Beaufort scale for open-country mean wind speeds at 10 m. These criteria 
also noted that  the relative comfort  level might be expected to be reduced by 
one Beaufort number for every 20 ° C reduction in temperature. In particular 
Davenport nominated the following hourly mean wind speeds (converted to 
2 m) conditions as being tolerable if not  exceeded more than once per week, 
which in probability terms are interpreted as being acceptable for 

walking fast if P(~- > 10) ~< 0.05 
strolling, skating if P(x > 71~) ~< 0.05 
standing, sitting, short exposure if P(~- > 51/2)~< 0.05 
standing, sitting, long exposure if P(~- > 31/2) ~< 0.05 
Lawson [14] in 1973 used the same Beaufort scale as Penwarden and devel- 

oped a figure to take into account the effects of turbulence. A value of fi = 
1.7 h-- was used, which from eq. (1) implies a turbulence intensity of about 
20%. Lawson quotes Beaufort 4 wind speeds (6--8 m/s) as being tolerable if 
not  exceeded for more than 4% of the time; and Beaufort 6 wind speeds (11-- 
14 m/s) as being unacceptable if exceeded for more than 2% of the time. In 
probability terms these criteria are interpreted as being 

acceptable if P(~- > 6-8)  ~< 0.04 
unacceptable if P(~- > 11--14) ~ 0 .02 

Hunt, Poulten and Mumford [3] in 1976 described a range of wind-tunnel 
tests which were conducted to show how wind affects people's abilities to 
perform simple tasks, including a simulation of turbulence. Two criteria were 
developed, firstly that  if wind conditions are to be tolerable and for most kinds 
of performance to be unaffected 

< 9/(1 + 3 turbulence intensity) 

for turbulence intensity of 15% this becomes u- < 6.2 m/s, and secondly, for 
safe and sure walking that  there must be a low probability (say 1%) of a gust 
lasting over a few paces (say 5--10 m) exceeding 13 m/s. For a turbulence in- 
tensity of 15% the 13 m/s gust becomes a mean wind speed of 13/1.5 = 8.7 
m/s. (Hunt used a conversion from Durst to give 9 m/s.) In probability terms 
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Fig. 2. Comparison of  various criteria for environmental  wind condit ions  for daylight hours 
for a turbulence intensi ty  o f  15%. au ffi 0.15~-, fi = 1.5h--. 

for 15% turbulence intensity, this is interpreted as being 

acceptable for strolling if P(~  > 6) ~< 0.1 
acceptable for walking if P(h- > 9) ~< 0.01 

These criteria in probability terms have been compared in Fig.2 with 
Melbourne's criteria plotted for a turbulence intensity of  15%. 

7. Conclusions 

It remains to conclude that the degree of  agreement between the criteria 
when presented in probabilistic terms is quite remarkable for a phenomenon 
which relies almost completely on subjective assessment. This is particularly 
so for the earlier attempts by Wise, Melbourne and Penwarden where the cri- 
teria were developed entirely independently and in quite different ways. The 
agreement of  the later published criteria, whilst supportive, is not quite so re- 
markable as there has been a certain amount of  influence from the earlier at- 
tempts. It seems reasonable to conclude that assessments based on any of  
these criteria could be said to be made with some consensus of  international 
opinion. However, assessment of  the viability of any area in terms of  wind 
environment still relies heavily on the assessment of the use to which the area 
is to be put and the cost-effectiveness of  providing protection from the wind. 
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Summary 

The assessment of  prospective environmental wind conditions about proposed building 
developments in Australia has been discussed. Assessment techniques, making use of wind 
tunnel studies, have been illustrated with examples from a study of two possible building 
configurations for a very exposed site on the north side of the City of Melbourne. 

A method of  predicting the probability of occurrence of a given wind speed at a partic- 
ular location has been detailed, and examples have been given of the integration of model 
measurements of local velocities with the wind speed probability distribution for the geo- 
graphic area. The comparisons of these probabilistic estimates with environmental wind 
speed criteria have been discussed and illustrated. 

A method of  measuring peak gust wind speeds at model scale in situations of  high tur- 
bulence intensity has been given and a comparison is given with a full scale situation. 

1. Int roduct ion 

An assessment of  prospective environmental wind conditions is now carried 
out  for virtually all major building developments in Australia; for several of 
the major cities it is a mandatory requirement of the licensing authority. Some 
of the proposed developments become the subject of  wind tunnel studies be- 
cause of  their size and particular exposure to strong wind directions, or when 
the architect wants an evaluation of  several possible schemes, or where the de- 
velopment  of  a particularly well protected recreational area or shopping pre- 
cinct is required. Because of  a steady build-up of  experience in architects'  of- 
rices of  how to design to avoid undesirable environmental wind conditions, 
there has been a significant reduction in the number  of wind tunnel studies re- 
quired and most  are now occasioned by an architect or client wanting to cre- 
ate configurations with bet ter  than average environmental wind conditions. 

Feedback from developments which have been the subject  of  wind tunnel 
tests, and some full scale studies, have permit ted the development  of  the cri- 
teria discussed by  Melbourne [ 1 ]. Much of  the techniques used in conducting 
these wind tunnel tests in Australia by  Melbourne at Monash University and 
Vickery at the University of  Sydney have been reported in the text  Architec- 
floral _Aerodynamics [2]. This text  concentrated more on examples for archi- 
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tects, in particular how environmental wind problems are caused and how they 
can be avoided. Hence it would seem to  be more appropriate in this paper to 
discuss the probabilistic techniques used in Australia to assess prospective en- 
vironmental wind conditions abou t  a proposed development  from wind tunnel 
tests. To illustrate these techniques, examples will be drawn from an investiga- 
tion carried out  at Monash University on the relative merits of  two possible 
configurations for a very exposed site on the north side of  the City of  Mel- 
bourne, one proposal was made up of  rectangular building towers and the al- 
ternative proposal was based on towers with a circular planform. 

2. Wind tunnel techniques 

As discussed in both  Refs. [1] and [2],  it is the wind pressures caused by  
peak gust wind speeds and associated gradients which people feel most. Al- 
though it is possible to have unpleasant areas with low mean wind speeds and 
high turbulence intensities, the evidence to  date does seem to  indicate that  in 
areas likely to have unacceptably high wind conditions, such as near comers, 
in narrow alleys and in arcades, the turbulence intensities are relatively low 
(20 to  30%) and that  in these areas it is reasonable to assume that the peak 
gust wind speeds will be about  twice the mean wind speed. In many cases 
these problems can be assessed adequately through measurements of  local 
mean wind speeds referenced to a probabil i ty distribution of  wind speeds for 
the area. Measurements of  mean wind speeds can be simply made with either 
small p i to t  static tubes or ho t  wire anemometers.  The exception can occur 
when assessment is required of an area, such as a recreational plaza for long 
exposure, which is surrounded by buildings. The turbulence intensity in these 
situations can be high and the criteria for comfor t  very strict and in these 
cases it is necessary to measure peak gust wind speed with a hot  wire anemo- 
meter.  

The measurement of  mean velocity pressures with a pi tot  static tube and 
the measurement  of  mean wind speeds with a ho t  wire both  have advantages 
and disadvantages. The ho t  wire technique has problems in that  the measurement  
of  mean and standard deviation in turbulence intensities above 20% become 
increasingly suspect and eventually meaningless. However, if only peak gust 
wind speeds wi thout  local directional information are required, then the hot  
wire technique is relatively satisfactory. The peak gust wind speeds can be ob- 
tained from an on line probabili ty analysis of  the signal from the ho t  wire equip- 
ment.  If the equivalent to a 2 to 3 second gust, as measured by  a cup or Dines ane- 
mometer  in full scale is required, the signal must be appropriately filtered and 
the velocity with a probabil i ty of  exceedance of  about  2 × 10 TM (i.e. 3.5 
standard deviations above the mean for a normally distributed process) taken 
as the equivalent gust wind speed. 

For the majority of  wind tunnel investigations the author  prefers to use the 
technique of  measuring mean velocity pressures with pi tot  static tubes as 
shown diagramatically in Fig.1. The mean velocity pressure can be simply 
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measured by using a length of  small diameter tubing bent  in the horizontal 
plane to measure total  pressure in conjunction with a surface static vent. The 
mean velocity pressures at a number  of  stations can be measured at the same 
time by  displaying the velocity pressure on a mult i tube manometer.  The dis- 
advantage of  this technique is that  the total pressure tubes have to be aligned 
to face directly into wind to get the maximum reading (which does have the 
benefi t  of  indicating the local wind direction), and peak gust wind speed 
readings cannot  be satisfactorily obtained even if a pressure transducer is used.  
It is more satisfactory to use a ho t  wire anemometer  to measure peak gust 
wind speed. 

Both techniques require that  measured local velocity pressures or wind 
speeds be referred as a ratio to some reference velocity pressure or wind speed, 
such as at or near gradient height, which can in turn be related to a full 
probabil i ty distribution of  wind speeds for the area. These techniques and 
probabilistic analysis will be illustrated in the following example. 

3. Assessment of  prospective environmental wind condit ions 

The assessment of  prospective environmental wind conditions about  a pro- 
posed development  in Australia goes through a series of  stages of  which the 
following are typical: 

(i) The client and architect discuss broad principles with a number  of spe- 
cialist consultants, one of  whom is the wind enginner or aerodynamicist.  

(ii) Several configurations or themes on one configuration are developed for 
the assessment of  environmental wind conditions. 

(iii) A probabil i ty distribution of  wind speeds with direction, relative to the 
site, is compiled. 

(iv) Wind tunnel tests are made on the various configurations and modifi- 
cations developed at the time the models are in the wind tunnel. 

(v) The wind tunnel data are integrated with the wind speed data to facili- 
tate a final assessment of  the environmental wind conditions. 

In practice, the integration of  the wind tunnel and wind speed data is done 
continuously throughout  the wind tunnel test programme, to facilitate con- 
t inuous assessment and decisions by the client and architect to dictate the di- 
rection of  the test programme. The author  will only conduct  wind tunnel tests 
of this type  when senior client and architect representation at the wind tunnel 
can be guaranteed. There are some very simple ways in which the wind tunnel 
data can be assessed with respect to the wind speed data and these will be il- 
lustrated in the following example. 

3.1 Example o f  wind tunnel testing and initial assessment procedure 
The example chosen is that  of  a major development  proposal to be located 

on the northern edge of  the Central Business District of  the City of  Melbourne. 
The architects were particularly aware of  the fact  that  such a development 
would be exposed to the wind directions from which come the strongest and 
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most frequent winds. Similarly, they were aware that  there was little likelihood 
of any significant shielding being developed for these directions in the fore- 
seeable future. Accordingly, they developed two proposals for assessment of  
environmental wind conditions. The first was based on three rectangular tower  
buildings with extensive canopy arrangements near ground level and the second 
was based on three circular towers of  similar size and arrangement with the 
ground level area left completely open. Photographs of  these two models are 
shown in Fig.2. 

Fig.2. 1/400 scale models of a development proposed for the City of Melbourne. 

Before the commencement  of  the wind tunnel test, it is necessary to pre- 
pare a probabil i ty distribution of  wind speeds. An example of such a distribu- 
tion is given in the first part of  Table 1 in the form of the raw data as were ob- 
tained from records of  measurements made with a Dines anemometer  located 
at a height of  10 m at Essendon Airport some 10 km north of  the City of  
Melbourne. The cumulative probabili ty distribution for each of the 16 wind 
directions (~) can be fi t ted to a Weibull distribution, which takes the form, 

P( >~)e  = Ae exp-(u-/co) ks (1) 

which then can be presented in a polar plot  with lines of  constant  probabili ty 
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TABLE 1 

Probability distribution of hourly mean wind speeds measured at 10 m height in open country 
terrain at Essendon Airport, Melbourne, Australia, 1959--71 for daylight hours 0730 to 1930, 
and environmental wind criteria per 22zA ° sector 

~- at 10 m over 
open country 
terrain 

~h-- at 300 m 
over suburban 
terrain * 

Wind 
direction 

N 
NNE 
NE 
ENE 
E 
ESE 
SE 
SSE 
S 
SSW 
SW 
WSW 
W 
WNW 
NW 
NNW 

Calm 
Total 

Band of wind speeds, ~ (m/s) 

0.5 
to 
2.1 

0.8 
to 
3.2 

2.1 
to 

3.6 

3.2 
to 
5.5 

3.6 
to 

5.65 

5.5 
to 

8.6 

5.65 
to 

8.75 

8.6 
to 

13.4 

8.75 
to 

11.3 

13.4 
to 
17.3 

Probability of  being in band x 10'  

11973 15323 
3900 4340 
6535 3185 
5218 1813 
7800 2800 
4340 2690 
9008 7745 
8733 11698 

18948 32898 
9338 10490 

11080 12633 
5823 6700 
9555 11040 
4558 5273 
6480 7853 
5878 8073 

88788 
1000000 

37400 
8238 
2855 

660 
1098 
2088 
9720 

16423 
64753 
18180 
20485 
11588 

7963 
7963 

10215 
12633 

64368 
12468 

1538 
165 
330 

1318 
7635 

12138 
68543 
17630 
18508 
14280 
21968 

7360 
12578 
17025 

31085 
4943 

440 
55 

330 
1593 

933 
9063 
3680 
6205 
5548 
7690 
1703 
7223 
7280 

11.3 
to 

14.4 

17.3 
to 

22.0 

15543 
2800 

110 

440 
165 
933 

1043 
2418 
2965 
2528 

715 
1868 
2418 

, _  _ r oo-io.,, 
= . , o ,  o,,e.oo   Ls- J = 1.53 .-,o, 

**For a lower turbulence intensity of a u = 0.15~, fi= 1.5~-, the numerical criteria become 
Unacceptable/dangerous, annual maximum ~- > 15.5; Acceptable/walking, annual maximum 
h-" < 10.5. 
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14.4 17.5 
to to 
17.5 21.1 

22.0 26.7 
to to 

26.7 32.3 

2910 275 
330 

I 

55 
110 
165 

0 ~ = ~ 0  
: ~ . ~  

=~:~o 
¢n ~ - 

24 
20 
12 

6 
6 

10 
14 
14 
18 
17 
19 

605 55 20 
440 20 
165 18 
165155  /19 
330 A 2 0  

Environmental wind criteria based on 
Melbourne's criteria for o u = 0.3~, fi =2.0~-** 

Unacceptable/ 
dangerous 
annual maximum 
~- > 11.5 m/s 

For Ulocal = 11.5 
u-local 

0.48 
O.58 
0.96 
1.9 
1.9 
1.2 
0.82 
0.82 
0.64 
0.68 
0.61 
0.58 
0.58 
0.64 
0.61 
0.58 

0.23 
0.33 
0.91 
3.7 
3.7 
1.3 
0.67 
0.67 
0.41 
0.46 
0.37 
0.33 
0.33 
0.41 
0.37 
0.33 

Acceptable 
for walking 
annual maximum 
~-< 8.0 m/s 

For ~oc~ = 8.0 

0.33 0.11 
0.40 0.16 
0.67 0.44 
1.3 1.8 
1.3 1.8 
0.8 0.64 
0.57 0.33 
0.57 0.33 
0.44 0.20 
0.47 0.22 
0.42 0.18 
0.40 0.16 
0.40 0.16 
0.44 0.20 
0.42 0.18 
0.40 0.16 

level as shown in Fig. 3. In this particular plot  the mean hourly wind speed has 
been factored to refer to a height of  300 m over suburban terrain by the rela- 
tionship, 

_ _ F4001 °''s ['3001°-2s 
U300, suburban = U l0, open country L-~J L 5-~J 

= 1 . 5 3  U"IO, open country (2) 

I n  the wind tunnel model tests, the local velocity pressures, or local wind 
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Fig.3. Probability distribution of hourly mean wind speeds at 300 m over suburban rough- 
ness at Essendon Airport Melbourne for daylight hours 0730 to 1930. 

speeds, will be measured as a ratio with the similar measurement  at 300 m over 
the model  suburban approaches. Hence, if the annual maximum hourly wind 
speeds at 300 m can be obtained for each wind direction sector, then 
Melbourne's criteria [1] can be expressed for each sector as a ratio against 
which any measurements can be directly compared at the t ime of  measurement. 
The annual maximum hourly wind speed for each sector can be obtained using 
the probabilities given in [1] and in this case, where the distribution is for 
daylight hours, the average maximum hourly wind speed can be approximated 
by reading around the contour  with a probabil i ty P(>-~) = 10 -3 in Fig.3 as 
tabulated in Table 1. With this information the criteria, in ratio form, can be 
calculated as shown in the last part  of  Table 1 for the most  general case of  the 
peak gust wind speed equal to twice the hourly mean wind speed (fi = 2u-) for 
two levels as defined in [ 1 ] as being 

(a) unacceptable/dangerous if the annual maximum gust wind speed, fi > 23 
m/s; 

(b) acceptable/for  walking if the annual maximum gust wind speed, 
< 16 m/s. 

The curves of  these two criteria can then be plot ted as background informa- 
tion on the data sheets on which the wind tunnel measurements are directly 
recorded as shown in Fig.4. Obviously this information forms the background 
for any test  series and once it has been obtained for an area, it serves for tests 
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Fig.4 .  Mean  v e l o c i t y  pressure  rat ios  f r o m  w i n d  t u n n e l  m o d e l  tests .  

on all projects in that area. In this particular case, some small modification has 
to be made to reduce the effect of  topographical funnelling which peaks the 
distribution for northerly wind directions at Essendon Airport, but the effect 
of which reduces further south over the downtown area of  the City of  
Melbourne and southern suburbs. 

Examples of  polar plots of velocity pressure ratio as a function of wind 
direction are given in Fig.4, for 6 of  about 30 stations, at which measurements 
were made to facilitate the assessment of environmental wind conditions for 
these two configurations. At Stations M, N and F, the very adverse effects of 
the rectangular buildings inducing f low down to ground level is shown to result 
in quite unacceptably high velocity pressure ratios (for this geographic region) 
in critical points of  public access. These adverse effects can be offset to some 
extent by the use of local wind break fences or overcome completely by pro- 
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riding air locked connections under the canopy between the main towers at 
ground level. The circular tower  configuration is shown to induce much less 
wind f low at ground level and to provide condit ions within the "acceptable 
cri terion" at Stations M and N. However, in the absence of  surrounding build- 
ings over 30 m height to the north and west, there is still a need for the local 
protect ion provided by  the 50% porous Fence A shown in Fig.1 and 4. Similar- 
ly, wind condit ions at Stations D, E and C, for the completely open circular 
tower  configuration, are shown to border  on unacceptable levels (and certainly 
are well in excess of  acceptable levels). These very local condit ions can be 
ameliorated with the use of  porous wind breaks (planter boxes of  shrubs and 
trees) or by  the planned layout  of  architectural features and main access-ways 
which keep pedestrian traffic away from local regions where high wind speeds 
are likely to occur. 

In concluding this example of  how, during wind tunnel testing, a very 
quick assessment can be made of  prospective environmental wind conditions 
for various configurations, a word of  caution must  be made in respect of  inter- 
preting the measurements.  

First of  all, the criteria shown in Fig.4 are for each 221A degree sector; that  is 
if the velocity pressure ratio (or wind speed ratio, whichever approach is being 
used} reaches, for example, the criterion for unacceptable/dangerous condi- 
tions for one sector, it means that  once per annum, on average, the peak gust 
wind speed of  23 m/s will be exceeded. If the criterion is reached for two sec- 
tors, it means the probabili ty of  exceeding the criterion will double and so on. To 
make a proper assessment of  the probabil i ty of  exceeding certain wind speeds 
for all wind directions, a full analysis for all wind directions must  be compiled, 
as shown in Section 3.2. 

Secondly, an assessment has to be made by the experimenter  as to when 
the local turbulence intensity reaches a level which invalidates the use of  mean 
velocity pressures or mean wind speeds, whichever technique is being used. If 
this stage is reached, the simple technique of  relying on mean measurements 
has to be abandoned and the more sophisticated technique of  measuring peak 
gust wind speeds has to  be used. A further word of warning here is that  it is 
no t  sufficient to rely on mean and standard deviation readings from a ho t  wire 
anemometer  to indicate when a turbulence level of  say 25% is reached, be- 
cause the errors inherent in the ho t  wire tend to increase the mean and reduce 
the standard deviation, hence lulling the unwary into thinking that  the turbu- 
lence intensity is not  all that  high. A much safer way to determine whether  
high turbulence, low mean velocity conditions are present, is to  observe the 
signal on a cathode ray oscilloscope and run out  a probabil i ty distribution to 
check on the peak values. One consolation, in a sense, of  relying on mean 
wind speeds measured with a ho t  wire anemometer  to higher turbulence inten- 
sities is that  the mean wind speeds measured are high, and in most  cases exces- 
sively conservative decisions are more likely to be made on the basis of  this in- 
correct information. An example of  the measurement  of  peak gust wind 
speeds will be given in Section 3.3. 
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3. 2 Probability distributions of  wind speed for all wind directions 
In the majori ty of  situations, high wind speeds induced at a particular sta- 

tion are confined to  a relatively narrow band of wind directions and an assess- 
ment  can be made on the basis of  criteria for a given sector as described in 
Section 3.1. For situations where either a more accurate assessment is required 
(perhaps for a marginal situation), or high wind speeds occur for a broad range 
of wind directions, it becomes necessary to prepare a full probabili ty distribu- 
tion of  wind speeds which accounts for all, or all the significant, wind direc- 
tions. Such a distribution can be prepared as follows: 

(a) From a distribution such as given in Table 1, a cumulative probabili ty 
distribution of  wind speeds at the reference point  (in this case 300 m over sub- 
urban terrain) can be prepared which expresses the probabil i ty of exceeding a 
given wind speed for a given wind direction sector, P( > h-) 0, reference. One 
convenient method of  doing this is to use the Weibull distribution noted pre- 
viously. 

(b) For each station an average value of  the wind speed ratio, u loeal/U ref. 
can be obtained from the model  tests for each wind direction sector. Using 
this wind speed ratio, the cumulative probabili ty distribution can be prepared 
expressing the probabil i ty of  exceeding a given wind speed for a given wind 
direction sector at the local station, P(:>K ) 0, local. 

(c) The value of  P( > ~)0,1ocal must be obtmned for all or all significant wind 
directions and integrated to give the total probabil i ty of exceeding a given 
mean wind speed for all directions, i.e. 

360 
P( >-ff ) all directions, local= f P(>-ff )0,1ocald0 (4) 

0 

(d) The whole process can be done conveniently with a digital computer ,  
but  it is not  a particularly long task to do it manually for a few stations, sim- 
ply because if the relatively coarse 221~ ° sectors are used, it is very unusual in 
practice to have to do the integration of  more than three or four sectors. An 
example of  the final stages of  this process is given in Table 2 for Station M of 
the previous example. 

(e) Finally, a graph of  the probabil i ty of exceeding a given wind speed can 
be superimposed on criteria expressed in the same probabilistic form such as 
given in [ 1 ] and an example of which is given in Fig. 5, for several of  the sta- 
tions from the previous example. Whilst such a presentation confirms just how 
unacceptable condit ions would be at Stations M and N for the Rectangular 
Towers proposal, it is more useful in quantitatively indicating how acceptable 
the condit ions at Station C are likely to be, which can only be very generally 
assessed from observing the information in Fig.4. 

3. 3. Measurement o f  peak gust wind speeds 
If, as described in Section 3.1, it is deemed necessary to make an assess- 

ment of  an area subjected to wind flows with high turbulence intensities, a 
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TABLE 2 

Example of  last part  of  the development of  the probabil i ty distribution of  mean wind 
speeds at Station M, Rectangular Towers Configuration (Fig.4) 

Wind 
direction 

N 

NW 
WNW 
W 
All other 
wind 
directions 

U-local (m/s) 

E 

U soo  

frim Fig.4 

0.42 
0.47 
0.47 

0.40 

< 0 . 2  

Total P(>-fi-) 

4 6 8 10 12 

Probabili ty of  being greater than 
-6 for 22% ° sectors of  wind direction 
P( >~)e  X 10 '  

80,000 
20,000 
20,000 
13,000! 
18,000! 

45,000 11,000 1,300 
12,000 
12,000 3,000 500 

I00 
3,000 500 50 

50 
6,000 2,000 600 
7,000 1,000 50 

Not significant 

150 

0.15 0.082 0.020 0.0029 0.00035 

*These values are plot ted in Fig.5. 

~ 0.1 

0.01 

~- 0.001 

MEAN WIND SPEED ~ m/s 
5 10 15 

/x 

\ \  
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o [] 

20 25 
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Z~ N (RECT.CONFIG) 
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& 
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WEEK 

O~CE 
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ONCE 
PER 
YEAR 

Fig. 5. Probabili ty distr ibutions of mean wind speeds at several stations compared with 
Melbourne's criteria for environmental wind conditions (Daylight hours, a ,  = 0.3E, fi = 2~-). 

measurement of the peak gust wind speeds can be made using a hot wire ane- 
mometer as follows: 

(a) If it is required to compare model scale peak wind speed measurements 
with criteria [1] based on peak gusts measured over two to three seconds in 
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full scale, it is first necessary to low-pass filter the ho t  wire anemometer  lin- 
earised output ,  so that  it looks like the scaled down version of  the output  
from a typical cup or Dines anemometer .  

(b) The next  step in the process is to  obtain a probabil i ty distribution of  the 
filtered ho t  wire anemometer  signal; this can be conveniently obtained using 
on-line digital analysis techniques. 

(c) It is then necessary to determine the probabil i ty level equivalent to 2--3 
second peak gust in full scale. Many observers of  wind data collected from cup 
or Dines anemometers  in open country  situations have observed that the peak 
gust wind speeds are between 1.5 and 1.8 times the mean, and from a know- 
ledge of  the turbulence intensities in these situations, it is possible to deduce 
that  the 2--3 second mean wind gust wind speed is approximately 3.5 stan- 
dard deviations above the mean, i.e. 

f i 2 - - 3 s e c  = ~ - + 3 . 5  Ou (4) 

For a normally distributed process, the probabili ty of  exceeding 3.5 standard 
deviations above the mean is 2.3 × 10 -4. It is suggested that  the value of  the 
velocity with a probabil i ty of  exceedance of  2.3 × 10 -4 is an appropriate ap- 
proximation to use as being equivalent to a 2--3 second mean maximum gust 
wind speed. 

(d) The gust wind speed so obtained can then be expressed as a ratio with 
the reference mean wind speed and compared with the environmental wind cri- 
teria as previously outlined. 

The measurement of  peak gust wind speeds can be illustrated by  the 
following comparison of  a full scale measurement at a city comer,  at an inter- 
section near, but  not  directly adjacent, to tall buildings, and a model measure- 
ment for the same situation. The model measurements were made using a hot  
wire anemometer  and the procedure as outlined above. 

local peak gust wind speed 

local mean wind speed 

local mean wind speed 

reference mean wind speed 

local peak gust wind speed 

reference mean wind speed 

u 

u 

/~300 

U'300 

Full scale Model scale 

4.1 1.8 

0.21 0.50 

0.8 0.9 

It can be seen that the model measurement  of  the mean wind speed is a very 
significant overestimate and on its own would be quite misleading. The reason 
is apparent when one observes that  the ratio of  local peak to mean wind speed 
is over four, indicating very high turbulence, and which the hot  wire anemo- 
meter  records at less than two.  However,  when only the peak gust wind 
speed is used from a ho t  wire anemometer  in this situation, the comparison 
between peak and reference mean wind speed ratios compares relatively well. 
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4. Conclusions 

The assessment of prospective environmental wind conditions about a typi- 
cal proposed building development in Australia has been discussed. Measure- 
ment techniques have been described and illustrated with examples. In partic- 
ular, examples of the probabilistic assessment of local wind speeds and com- 
parison with environmental wind speed criteria have been given in detail. A 
method of measuring peak gust wind speeds in situations of high turbulence 
intensity has been given. 
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